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Abstract

1

Fast non-volatile memory (NVM) has sparked interest in
log-free data structures (LFDs) that enable crash recovery
without the overhead of logging. However, recovery hinges
on primitives that provide guarantees on what remains in
NVM upon a crash. While ordering and atomicity are two
well-understood primitives, we focus on ordering and its
efficacy in enabling recovery of LFDs. We identify that onesided persist barriers of acquire-release persistency (ARP)—
the state-of-the-art ordering primitive and its microarchitectural implementation—are not strong enough to enable
recovery of an LFD. Therefore, correct recovery necessitates
the inclusion of the more expensive full barriers.
In this paper, we propose strengthening the one-sided
barrier semantics of ARP. The resulting persistency model,
release persistency (RP), guarantees that NVM will hold a
consistent-cut of the execution upon a crash, thereby satisfying the criterion for correct recovery of an LFD. We then
propose lazy release persistency (LRP), a microarchitectural
mechanism for efficiently enforcing RP’s one-sided barriers. Our evaluation on 5 commonly used LFDs suggests that
LRP provides a 14%–44% performance improvement over the
state-of-the-art full barrier.

The advent of fast non-volatile memory (NVM) has enabled
the possibility of recovering from a system crash while incurring minimal overhead during program’s normal operation [7–9, 18, 20–22, 31, 36, 40, 43]. Program recovery, however, hinges on primitives that control the order in which
data becomes persistent [1, 21, 24–26, 34, 35, 38]. What primitive(s) offer a programmable interface while allowing for an
efficient implementation at the hardware level?
The question is the subject of an ongoing debate. Should
languages support failure-atomicity for a group of writes, or
should languages forego atomicity and support only ordering
between individual word-granular writes?
Kolli et al. [24] make a case for only ordering, arguing that
it is more general and performance-friendly when compared
to failure-atomicity which requires logging. They reason
that because future processors are likely going to guarantee
atomicity of only individual persists, a library that provides
failure-atomicity can be used when necessary. They then
propose acquire-release persistency (ARP), a language-level
persistency model that extends C++11 by treating its release/acquire annotations as one-sided persist barriers. They
also propose a hardware mechanism for enforcing these onesided barriers efficiently. Thus, the key to ARP’s performance
is its one-sided barriers that attempt to precisely enforce the
orderings intended by the programmer.
In subsequent work, however, Gogte et al. [14] make a
case for failure-atomicity, arguing that the absence of failureatomicity in ARP (and indeed any ordering primitive) makes
reasoning about recovery extremely cumbersome.
Not all programs require failure-atomicity, however. In
fact, an important class of nonblocking data structures [4,
10, 11, 19, 33, 37] is designed specifically to avoid atomic
regions. Recovery from a crash comes for free, aka null recovery, as long as writes persist in the order in which they
become visible [5, 6, 19, 39, 41]. The emergence of NVM has
sparked interest in these log-free data structures (LFDs) [10]
primarily because such programs enable recovery without
the overhead of logging. Therefore, while we concur with
Gogte et al. [14] that failure-atomicity simplifies recovery
in the general case, we argue that languages must also offer
efficient ordering primitives for supporting LFDs.
However, we identify that ARP’s one-sided barriers are
not strong enough to enable recovery in LFDs. Consider
Figure 1 that depicts an execution history of a concurrent
log-free linked list. Thread T0 first prepares node A1 for
insertion by writing to its fields (Figure 1a). Then, it links
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Figure 1: (a,b) Thread 0 inserts A1 in a log-free linked list. (c) Then, Thread 1 attempts to insert B2. (d) shows the required
persistency semantics for an insert. (e) shows the semantics provided by ARP and (f) shows how ARP can match the required
semantics. W:{} represents potential writes.

A1 with the rest of the list via a single atomic Compareand-Swap (CAS) instruction (Figure 1b). Note that from a
consistency standpoint the CAS must have release semantics to ensure that the writes to A1 become visible before
the link is updated. To enable recovery, persistency must
mirror visibility: the writes to A must persist before the CAS
persists (Figure 1d). However, ARP’s one-way barrier does
not provide this guarantee. (As shown in Figure 1e, it only
ensures that writes to A1 persist before writes to B2 from
the acquiring thread persist). Therefore, to enable recovery,
the programmer must place full persist barriers before the
release and after the acquire (Figure 1f). Alas, the full barrier
requirement annuls ARP’s performance benefits which stem
from its one-sided barriers.
In this paper, we propose strengthening the one-sided
barrier semantics of ARP to enable recovery of LFDs. The
resulting persistency model, dubbed Release Persistency (RP),
ensures that any two writes that are ordered by the consistency model also persist in that order. Thus, the persistency
model guarantees that the NVM will hold a consistent-cut of
the execution upon a crash, thereby satisfying the criterion
for correct recovery of an LFD [19].
We then propose an efficient microarchitectural mechanism for enforcing the one-sided barrier semantics of RP.
p

Going back to Figure 1d, the challenge is to enforce W1 →
−
p

p

p

− W 2 or W3 →
− W4 .
Rel →
− W4 , without enforcing either W1 →
p

(The relation →
− denotes the persist order). We observe that
efficiency necessitates a buffered implementation in which
persistency lags behind visibility [9, 21, 25]. Taking inspiration from lazy release consistency [23], a protocol from
the DSM literature that enforces RC lazily, we propose lazy
release persistency (LRP) for enforcing RP’s one-sided barrier
semantics lazily. In a nutshell, on an acquire LRP detects
the matching release via the coherence protocol and per-

sists W1 and Rel from the release side (in that order) before
p

p

performing the acquire, thereby enforcing W1 →
− Rel →
− W4 .
1.1

Contributions

• We have argued thus far that languages must offer efficient
ordering primitives, in addition to failure-atomicity, for
supporting the important use case of LFDs.
• We observe that ARP’s one-sided barriers—their semantics as well as implementation—are not strong enough to
enable recovery in LFDs, which necessitates the inclusion
of the relatively inefficient full barriers (§3).
• We propose strengthening ARP’s one-sided barrier semantics. We argue that the resulting model, RP, enables correct
recovery of LFDs upon a crash (§4).
• We propose LRP, a microarchitectural mechanism for efficiently enforcing RP’s one-sided barriers (§5) .
• Our experiments on 5 commonly used LFDs suggests that
LRP provides a 14%-44% (average 33%) performance improvement over the state-of-the-art full barrier, while enforcing RP (§6).

2

Background

In this section, we discuss persistency models with a focus on
variants of (buffered) epoch persistency (§2.2). We then discuss log-free data structures (LFDs) and describe the actions
required for their crash-recovery (§2.3). But before diving
into persistency, we first discuss consistency since the two
are closely intertwined.
Without loss of generality, the paper assumes a simple variant of Release Consistency with a total order on all memory
events, similar to what is supported by the ARMv8 and RISCV ISAs [2, 42]. To focus on our ideas, and not get bogged
down by memory model intricacies, we assume that the
language-level model is identical to the ISA-level model.
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Release Consistency

≻ RMW-atomicity axiom. An RMW appears atomically

A consistency model specifies how memory operations are
globally ordered. This global memory order specifies what
value a read must return: a read returns the value of the
most recent write before it in the global memory order. Release Consistency (RC) [13] allows for reads and writes to
be tagged as acquires and releases respectively. These acquires and releases have implicit one-sided barrier semantics. Specifically, memory operations that precede a release
in program order appear before the release in the global
order, while memory operations that follow an acquire in
program order appear after the acquire in the global order.
Furthermore, most consistency models support read-modifywrites (RMWs) which are essential for achieving synchronization [3, 17].
Below, we provide a simplistic RC memory model in which
fences are omitted. We use the following notation for memory events:
• Mix : a memory operation (of any type) to address x from
(hardware) thread i. The operation can be further specified
as a read: R ix , a write Wxi or with an identifier (e.g., M1ix )
• Relix : a release (release write or release-RMW) to address
x from thread i.
• Acqix : an acquire (acquire read or acquire-RMW) to address
x from thread i.
We use the following notation for ordering memory events:
po

• Mix −−→ Miy : M xi precedes Myi in program order.
• Mix −−→ My : M xi precedes Myj in the global history of memory events, which we refer to as happens-before order
hb

j

hb

(−−→).
• Relix −−→ Acqx : Rel xi synchronizes with Acq xj , i.e., Acq xj reads
the value from Rel xi and i , j.
sw

j

We formalize Release Consistency using the following rules:
≻ Release one-sided barrier semantics. A memory access
that precedes a release in program order appears before the
po

hb

release in happens-before: M xi −−→ Relyi ⇒ M xi −−→ Relyi .
≻ Acquire one-sided barrier semantics. A memory access that follows an acquire in program order appears after
po

hb

the acquire in happens-before: Acqyi −−→ M xi ⇒ Acqyi −−→
M xi .
≻ Program order address dependency. Two memory accesses to the same address ordered in program order prepo

serve their ordering in happens-before: M1ix −−→ M2ix ⇒
hb

M1ix −−→ M2ix .
≻ Release synchronizes with acquire. A release that synchronizes with an acquire appears before the acquire in
happens-before: Relyi −−→ Acqyj ⇒ Relyi −−→ Acqyj .
sw

hb

RMW

hb

(consecutively) in happens-before: R ix −−−−−→ Wxi ⇒ R ix −−→
Wxi and there can be no memory operation from any thread
Myj such that R ix −−→ Myj −−→ Wxi .
≻ Read value axiom. A read to an address always reads the
latest write to that address before the read in happens-before:
hb

hb

if Wxj −−→ R ix (and there is no other intervening write Wxk
hb

such that Wxj −−→ Wxk −−→ R ix ), the read R ix returns the value
written by the write Wxj .
hb

2.2

hb

Persistency Models

In a manner analogous to consistency models, Pelly et al. [34]
introduce the notion of memory persistency, which specifies
a global order in which writes can persist (i.e., persist order).
Persist notation. We use the following notation to denote
p

that write Wxi appears after write Wyj in persist order: Wxi →
−
Wyj . To put it succinctly, Wyj can persist only after Wxi has
persisted.
Buffered Epoch Persistency (BEP). BEP allows the programmer to place persist barriers, demarcating the program
into epochs [9]. BEP then uses the epochs to enforce that
po

for any two writes: Wxi , Wyi , if Wxi −−→ Wyi and the writes
p

belong to different epochs: ek , el , then Wxi →
− Wyi . BEP also
involves an inter-thread component. When there is an interthread shared-memory dependency between two threads,
the writes from the source epoch would have to be persisted
before the writes from the target epoch. We note that BEP is
a performance-oriented variant of the stricter epoch persistency (EP). BEP improves upon EP by decoupling persistency
and visibility through buffering of writes.
2.2.1

Persist Barrier Implementations

BEP can be enforced via persist barriers. We classify prior
work on persist barriers into two classes based on how writes
are buffered: 1) cache-based implementations that use the
hardware caches to buffer writes and 2) persist-buffer-based
implementations that enqueue all writes in a global FIFO,
called persist buffer.
Cache-based. Cache-based implementations [9, 21] buffer
writes in the hardware caches and enforce epoch orderings
by keeping track of each cache-line’s epoch. Persisting a
cache-line with epoch ek triggers the persist of all currently
buffered writes from older epochs. A persist is triggered
upon a conflict; there are two types of conflicts.
≻ Intra-thread conflicts. There are two sources of intrathread conflicts: 1) evicting a cache-line due to a demand
access and 2) attempting a write with epoch ek on a cacheline with an older epoch-id.
≻ Inter-thread conflicts. These are caused by inter-thread
shared-memory dependencies. Such dependencies mandate
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the enforcement of persist ordering between epochs of two
different threads. Inter-thread conflicts can be resolved by
blocking the target thread until the source epoch persists [9].
It is possible to enforce these in a lazy manner [21] although
that comes with the complexity cost of avoiding deadlocks
if there are cyclic dependencies.
Note that while conflicts often trigger multiple persists on
the critical path of execution, state-of-the-art cache-based
implementations mitigate this overhead through proactive
flushing [21], a technique that starts flushing an epoch as
soon as its execution completes.
Persist-buffer-based. Persist-buffer-based implementations
[25, 30] buffer and order writes in per-thread queues that are
added alongside the cache hierarchy. These queues drain into
buffer(s) that are adjacent the NVM controllers. Together
these buffers enforce the required intra- and inter-thread persist orderings. Delegated Persist Ordering [25] comes with
a single buffer at the NVM controller and hence may enforce a global order amongst potentially independent epochs
from two difference threads. HOPS [30] mitigates this with
per-thread buffers alongside the NVM controllers.
LRP approach. The persist-buffer based approach arguably
simplifies the design, avoiding the complexity of tracking
conflicts inside the caches. On the other hand, the cachebased approach reuses the cache hierarchy for enforcing ordering. Both of these approaches are designed for enforcing
full persist barriers; neither approach provides an obvious
pathway for enforcing one-sided barriers. In this paper, we
focus on the cache-based approach for enforcing the onesided barriers of RP.
2.3

Log-free data structures (LFDs)

To ensure correctness, operations that modify a data structure must be atomic. Often atomicity is achieved through
atomic code regions protected by locks. However, an important class of nonblocking data structures is designed to
explicitly avoid locks. These data structures carefully bake
their atomicity into a single instruction (typically a Compare
And Swap, i.e., CAS). Collapsing the atomic region into a
single instruction eliminates the need for locks [4, 19]. For
instance, in the example of Figure 1, thread T0 first creates
a node privately and then it atomically links the node with
the linked list through a single CAS instruction.
Nonblocking data structures strive to avoid blocking; they
avoid situations in which a thread is in a blocked state, unable to make progress on its own as it is waiting for other
threads. As a happy consequence, these data structures also
eliminate the need for explicit failure atomicity of a group
of writes: since the atomicity is now incorporated into a
single instruction, there is no longer need to persist multiple
instructions atomically. Thus, nonblocking data structures
are log-free, as they do not require the logging mechanisms
that are typically associated with failure atomicity [10].
To ensure recovery on a crash, intuitively the NVM must
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be kept in a consistent state. What represents a consistent
state for an LFD? Izraelevitz and Scott [19] show that LFDs
can be recovered without any effort (i.e., null recovery), if
what remains on the NVM after a crash is a consistent cut
of the program’s execution.
In this work, we enable null recovery for LFDs through
an RC-based language-level persistency model called release
persistency (RP). RP, being a language-level model, has to be
compiled down to an ISA-level persistency model. Without
loss of generality, we assume the ISA-level model is identical
to the language-level model. (It is worth noting that our ISA
model is similar in spirit to a recent proposal for persistency
extensions to ARMv8 [41]). We then propose LRP, an efficient
microarchitectural mechanism for implementing (the ISAlevel) RP.

3

Limitations of ARP

Gotge et al. [14] argue that a persistency model based on
only ordering (such as ARP) is unsatisfactory because, the
lack of atomicity guarantees makes recovery cumbersome.
While agreeing with Gotge et al. for general programs, we
argue for ordering’s utility for LFDs. Recall that LFDs can be
recovered without any effort after a crash (i.e., null recovery),
as long as the NVM reflects a consistent cut of the program’s
execution.
Design goal. In order to maximize performance, while allowing for null recovery, we set the following design goal:
the persistency model must precisely mirror the consistency
model, which in our case is RC. The key requirement to
match RC semantics is treating releases and acquires as onesided persist barriers, in the same manner as RC treats them
as one-sided barriers.
Alas, ARP [24], the only RC-based persistency model with
one-sided barriers falls short of that goal. In the rest of this
section, we first describe ARP’s semantics (§3.1) and implementation (§3.2), focusing on how ARP fails to achieve our
design goal. We then motivate the need for a new persistency
model that can rectify ARP’s shortcomings (§3.3).
3.1

ARP semantics

ARP [24] is a language-level persistency model with explicit
release and acquire annotations. Notably, these semantics
comprise the ARP-rule, which is defined below.
ARP-rule. When a release synchronizes with an acquire, all
writes that precede the release must persist before writes
that follow the acquire:
po

po

p

Wyi −−→ Rel xi −−→ Acq xj −−→ Wzj ⇒ Wyi →
− Wzj
3.1.1

sw

ARP semantics shortcomings

We note that the ARP-rule is not strong enough to mirror
the happens-before order of RC. Thus, it is unable to provide
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null recovery as it does not preserve a consistent cut in
the NVM. For instance, RC mandates that if a release is
po
visible, all preceding writes must be visible too, i.e., Wyi −−→

on the other hand, when the barrier is placed (i.e., on an
acquire) the implementation provides more orderings than
RC requires.

hb

Rel xi ⇒ Wyi −−→ Rel xi . However, ARP allows for a release to
po

persist before all preceding writes have persisted; i.e., Wyi −−→
p

Rel xi ̸⇒ Wyi →
− Rel xi .
Going back to the example of Figure 1b, in the event of a
crash, it may be the case that the release of thread T0, which
links a new node into the linked list, has persisted, but the
preceding writes that created the node have not persisted.
This would leave the linked list in an inconsistent, and hence
unrecoverable state.
3.2

ARP implementation

ARP is implemented on top of a persist-buffer based implementation, originally designed to enforce the RCBSP [25]
model. RCBSP is a persistency model that is based on the
ARMv7 consistency model and hence involves full persist
barriers. Thus, in the original RCBSP implementation, on executing a persist barrier, the buffer’s epoch is incremented so
that subsequent writes coming after the barrier are ordered
after those before the barrier.
For enforcing ARP, however, releases and acquires need
not be treated as full persist barriers: writes that precede a
release need not be ordered before writes that follow the release; and writes that follow an acquire need not be ordered
after writes that precede the acquire. The ARP implementation enhances RCBSP hardware to leverage this observation.
Thus, on a release, no barrier is placed; rather a flag is
raised denoting that the next acquire must place a persist
barrier. On an acquire, a persist barrier is placed only if the
flag is found raised. These additions enforce the ARP-rule as
follows: if a release Rel xi is inserted into the buffer before an
acquire Acqyj , then any write that precedes Rel xi must belong
to an older epoch than any write that follows Acqyj , thus
ensuring that writes that precede a release persist before
writes that follow an acquire.
3.2.1

ARP implementation shortcomings

First, we note that the ARP implementation precisely enforces the ARP-rule without mirroring RC. For instance, a
write that precedes a release is likely to belong to the same
epoch as the release, and could thus persist after the release.
Second, even though the ARP authors identify that maximizing performance hinges on enforcing one-sided persist
barriers, their implementation still uses full persist barriers.
(This is because their implementation builds on top of RCBSP
hardware). The lack of one-sided barriers in the implementation makes it impossible to parallel the RC semantics: on
the one hand, when the barrier is elided (i.e., on a release)
the implementation fails to match the RC semantics, while

3.3

Why not simply fix ARP?

It is possible to honor RC semantics on top of ARP (and thus
enable null recovery of LFDs) as long as a persist barrier
is placed before every release. Going back to the linked list
example, a persist barrier placed before the release (Figure 1d)
ensures that the new node would persist before the link
(i.e., the CAS) persists.
Recall, however, that the design goal is to not only enable
null recovery of LFDs, but also to maximize performance
through one-sided persist barriers. Placing a full persist barrier before every release falls short of achieving this goal.
Aggravating the problem, the persist-buffer-based implementation of ARP pertains solely to full persist barriers, making
it impossible to provide the desired one-sided persist semantics.
Therefore, it is clear that there is a need for a new persistency model and its efficient implementation, built from the
grounds up to provide efficient null recovery for LFDs.

4

Release Persistency

In this section, we introduce Release Persistency (RP), a
persistency model that reconciles the performance of onesided persist barriers with the stronger semantics that is
required for the recovery of LFDs. First, we formally specify
RP (§4.1) and then we discuss the performance implications
of our specification (§4.2).
4.1

Formal Specification

RP must ensure that the persist order reflects the RC happensbefore order, which we formally specified in §2.1, for enabling crash recovery. Note that because the persist order
defines the order in which writes persist, only those RC rules
that pertain to writes must translate into the RP formalism.
Therefore, RP can be succinctly formalized as follows. Any
two writes in the RC happens-before order must also persist
p

hb

in that order: W 1ix −−→ W 2yj ⇒ W 1ix →
− W 2yj
From the happens-before rules of §2.1, we can expand and
specify RP via the following rules:
≻ Release one-sided barrier semantics. A write that precedes a release in program order appears before the release
po

p

in persist order: Wxi −−→ Relyi ⇒ Wxi →
− Relyi .
≻ Acquire one-sided barrier semantics. A write that follows an acquire in program order appears after the acquire
po

p

in persist order: Acqyi −−→ Wxi ⇒ Acqyi →
− Wxi .
≻ Release synchronizes with acquire. A release that synchronizes with an acquire appears before the acquire in perp

sist order: Relyi −−→ Acqyj ⇒ Relyi →
− Acqyj .
≻ Program order address dependency. Two writes to the
sw
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same address ordered in program order preserve their orderorder: W 1ix

po

−−→ W 2ix

⇒ W 1ix

p

→
− W 2ix .

ing in persist
≻ RMW-atomicity axiom. Read and write of an RMW
RMW

appear consecutively in persist order: R ix −−−−−→ Wxi ⇒
p

R ix →
− Wxi and there is no write Wyj (from any thread) such
p

p

that R ix →
− Wyj →
− Wxi .
A note on RP acquires. Because an acquire being a read
p

cannot persist, the Acqyi →
− Wxi ordering may appear bizarre
at first. The intention here is to allow for two or more rules
linked by an acquire to apply transitively.
For example, when a release synchronizes with an acquire,
the released value must persist before any of the writes
following the acquire persist. This is captured by applying
the “release synchronizes with acquire” rule and the “acquire
one-sided barrier semantics” rule transitively.
In a similar vein, when a release synchronizes with an
RMW marked acquire: (1) the released value must first persist; (2) then the value written by the RMW must persist
(follows from the RMW atomicity axiom that mandates that
read and write must appear consecutively in persist order);
and finally (3) writes following the RMW must persist.
4.2

previous epochs. This relaxation substantially reduces the
number of both inter- and intra- thread conflicts including:
conflicts due to writing to a cache-line with an older epoch,
conflicts triggered by evicting a cache-line and conflicts due
to forwarding a cache-line upon receiving a coherence request. Furthermore, eliminating these conflicts could allow
for significant coalescing of writes to the same cache-line,
thus potentially reducing the absolute number of persists.
We hypothesize that all of this has a significant impact on
performance. Our evaluation (§6) vindicates this hypothesis.
Epochs

Epochs

Epochs

W0,0

W0,0

W0,0

WA

WA

WA

W0,m
full persist barrier

W0,m
1-sided barrier

acq:R0,n
1-sided barrier

rel:W1,0

rel:W1,0

W1,0

WB

WB

WB

W1,n

W1,n

(a) full persist barriers

(b) 1-sided barrier (release)

W1,n
(c) 1-sided barrier (acquire)

Figure 2: RP’s one sided persist barrier allows for WB to be
persisted before WA and this reordering could significantly
reduce intra- and inter-thread conflicts.

RP reduces conflicts

In Section 2.2.1, we discussed the conflicts that can occur in
a cache-based implementation of a BEP model. Conflicts can
adversely impact performance because they can trigger the
persist of entire epochs in the critical path. RP, with its onesided barriers, substantially reduces the number of conflicts
that need to be handled, as will see next with an example.
Consider Figure 2a which shows two writes, WA and WB ,
on different epochs e 0 and e 1 respectively, segregated by a
full persist barrier that immediately precedes the release
rel : W1,0 . Even though RC allows for WB to become visible
before WA , the full persist barrier mandates that WB cannot
persist before WA has persisted. Therefore, if the cache-line
written by WB were to be evicted, it would in turn trigger
the persist of WA in the critical path. Making matters worse,
if writes WA and WB are to the same cache-line, the mere act
of performing the write WB triggers the persist of WA . (In
order to ensure that writes persist in epoch-order, we must
ensure that a dirty cache-line contains writes of the same
epoch.)
These conflicts are eliminated when placing a one-sided
barrier instead, as in Figure 2b. The one-sided barrier captures the exact semantics of RC, allowing WB to be persisted
out-of-order. In the special case where WA and WB are to the
same cache-line, the one-sided barrier enables the coalescing
of writes to the same dirty cache-line. Similarly, in Figure 2c,
one-sided persist barriers capture the exact semantics of an
acquire: the persist of WB does not trigger the persist of WA .
In summary, with one-sided barriers, persisting a write
does not automatically trigger the persists of writes from

5

Lazy Release Persistency

In this section, we present lazy release persistency (LRP), our
microarchitectural mechanism for enforcing RP.
Big Picture. As discussed in §2.2.1, a buffered implementation where visibility does not wait for persistency is critical
for minimizing persistency-related overheads. On the one
hand, this calls for a mechanism that maximizes buffering.
On the other hand, too much buffering can pose problems.
Recall that RP mandates the enforcement of inter-thread
persist orderings when a thread synchronizes with another.
Allowing for buffering to extend across threads incurs complexity in the form of coordination across memory controllers for enforcing inter-thread persist dependencies. It
also involves complex deadlock-avoidance mechanisms to
eliminate potential cyclic inter-thread dependencies [21]1 .
Therefore, we make the design choice of buffering persists
within a thread until an inter-thread dependency is detected,
at which point we persist the buffered writes. We will see
later that our experimental evaluation (§6.4) vindicates this
choice.
How to realize these design requirements? Our insight
here is that the requirements matches that of lazy release consistency (LRC) [23], a protocol first proposed in the context
of DSMs for enforcing RC lazily.
Specifically, LRC buffers writes to shared data locally, past
a release operation, until the time of the corresponding
1 Although

DRF programs do not pose a deadlock risk, the hardware must
be able to handle racy programs as well
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acquire. At this point, the releasing processor makes the
buffered writes globally visible, thereby enforcing RC.
Taking inspiration from LRC, we propose LRP, a protocol
for enforcing RP and its one-sided barriers. In LRP, writes
to the L1 are simply buffered and do not trigger persists.
When an inter-thread synchronization is detected, i.e., when
a release synchronizes with an acquire, all of the cache-lines
written before the release (and the release) are persisted
before the acquire is performed, thereby enforcing RP.
Next, we provide a high-level overview of LRP and how
it satisfies the RP semantics (§5.1). We then dive into the
specifics of our implementation (§5.2).
5.1

T1’s L1. In this case, T2’s acquire would cause a coherence request (downgrade) to be sent to T1. Invariant-2
ensures that the acquire will block until the release
and its preceding writes have been persisted, thereby
ensuring this rule.
• Case-2: The acquired cache-line is in the LLC. Invariant1 ensures that all writes before the release would have
persisted. Invariant-4 ensures that the release itself
would have persisted.
• Case-3: The acquired cache-line is in NVM. This implies that the release has already persisted. Invariant-1
ensures that all writes before the release also would
have persisted.

LRP Overview

In this section we provide a high-level overview by outlining the invariants satisfied by LRP. We informally argue for
correctness by reasoning that the invariants are sufficient to
enforce RP. In the next section, we discuss the detailed microarchitecture, explaining how LRP enforces the invariants.
LRP uses a buffering-based approach where persistency
trails visibility. Therefore, writes to the L1 do not trigger
persists. Instead, whenever a dirty cache-line is written back
from the L1 (owing to a cache-line eviction or a downgrade),
the cache-line is persisted by the LLC/directory controller.
LRP ensures that these persists enforce RP via ensuring four
key invariants:
• Invariant-1 (I1): When the L1 controller receives an
eviction request for a cache-line written by a release,
it blocks the request until all of the cache-lines written
by writes prior to the release have been persisted.
• Invariant-2 (I2): When the L1 controller receives a
downgrade request for a cache-line written by a release
from the directory, the request is blocked until: (a)
all of the cache-lines written by writes prior to the
release have been persisted; and (b) the release has
been persisted.
• Invariant-3 (I3): When an RMW, marked acquire, is
successful (i.e., if its write is successful), the acquire
blocks the pipeline until the write of the RMW persists.
• Invariant-4 (I4): When the directory controller receives a write-back from the L1, the directory persists
the cache-line, blocking requests for the cache-line
until it persists.
We now argue that the four invariants are sufficient to
enforce RP’s persistency rules.
≻ Release one-sided barrier semantics. Invariant-1 ensures that before a release is allowed to persist, all previous
writes have been persisted.
≻ Release synchronizes with acquire. Suppose a release
from thread T1 synchronizes with an acquire from thread T2
and issues a read request for the cache-line. There are three
cases.
• Case-1: The acquired cache-line is in M(odified) state in

≻ Acquire one-sided barrier semantics. This comes naturally out of the consistency model. Any store following the
acquire cannot perform (and hence cannot persist) before
the acquire performs.
≻ Program order address dependency. This again comes
naturally. Since writes coalesce, it is impossible for two writes
to the same variable to be persisted out-of-order.
≻ RMW-atomicity axiom. The only interesting case is
when the RMW is marked an acquire. Invariant-3 ensures
that the write of the RMW persists before following writes,
thereby ensuring this rule.
An example. Consider the required semantics of Figure 1d:
T0’s W1 must persist before T0’s Rel persists, and T0’s Rel
must persist before T1’s W4. RP fulfills the requirements as
follows. Let us assume that when T1’s Acq performs, the
cache-line is held in T0’s L1. Therefore, the Acq will trigger a
downgrade request for the block and hence from Invariant-2,
T1’s Acq will complete only after triggering the persist of
T0’s Rel and its previous writes (W1). Finally, T1’s W4 cannot
be issued to the memory system until T1’s Acq completes,
p

p

thereby ensuring W 1 →
− Rel →
− W 4.
5.2

LRP: Microarchitecture

We have established that LRP enforces the RP rules by upholding four invariants (I1-I4). I1 and I2 pose a significant
microarchitectural challenge: on evicting/downgrading a
released cache-line, all prior writes must be tracked and persisted. Conversely, I3 is trivially implemented by altering
the processor pipeline to wait for an ack from the NVM controller on an RMW-acquire. I4 requires a minor alteration in
the directory controller which we discuss more elaborately
in §5.2.3.
Therefore, this section focuses on I1 and I2, presenting a
mechanism that, upon evicting/downgrading a release, can
scan the L1 cache and persist all prior writes. We note that
the mechanism does not extend beyond the L1 cache and thus
can be simply implemented by enhancing the L1 controller,
the L1 cache and the processor core. We begin by discussing
the required hardware extensions.
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Hardware extensions

Figure 3 illustrates the LRP hardware extensions, which are
described one by one below.
Per thread metadata. Each (hardware) thread maintains an
epoch-id counter which gets incremented on every release.
In addition, the number of pending persists are denoted by a
pending-persists counter. Upon issuing a persist for any write,
the pending-persists counter gets incremented; upon receiving an acknowledgment from the NVM controller for any of
the issued persists, the pending-persists counter gets decremented. The pending-persists counter allows a persisting
release to ensure that all previous writes have persisted.
Per L1-cache-line metadata. Each cache-line maintains:
(1) a min-epoch, that holds the epoch of the earliest write to
the cache-line and (2) a release-bit, that denotes whether the
cache-line holds a value written by a release.
min-epoch

Core

Epoch Counter

Cache Controller
Pending-Persists
PersistEngine

Release
Epoch Table

L1-Cache

LLC (Banked)

Data

Tag

min-epoch

Address

xx

xxx

xx

...
LLC Controller
(Banked)

R

b) Cache-line metadata

xxx
...

c) Release Epoch Table (RET)

Interconnection Network

LLC
Controllers

Memory

Memory

Controller-1

Controller-N

LRP Extensions

a) Overall Architetcure

Figure 3: Hardware extensions involved in LRP

Release Epoch Table (RET). A small content-addressable
table, called Release Epoch Table (RET), holds the releaseepoch of cache-lines that holds a value written by a release.
We note that it is possible to maintain a release-epoch for
every L1 cache-line. However, we expect that at any given
moment only a handful of cache-lines will hold values written by a release. This is because in most programs variables
that are released account for a small percentage of the program’s working dataset. Through our experiments, we have
found that a 32-entry RET for each L1 cache adequately overprovisions for the needs of most programs. On executing a
release, a RET entry is allocated, storing the release-epoch
and the cache-line’s address. When a release persists, its respective entry in the RET is squashed. To avoid filling the
RET when the capacity reaches a watermark, the persist of
the oldest release in the RET is triggered.
Persist engine. The persist engine is an FSM that takes as an
input a release-epoch er el and scans the L1 cache, examining
all cache-lines and persisting every cache-line with a smaller
min-epoch than er el .
Hardware Overhead. We assume a 32KB L1 cache with

40-bit tags. LRP adds an 8-bit min-epoch and a release-bit
to each cache-line, amounting to 576 bytes for the entire L1.
Note that when the epoch-id overflows, all not-yet-persisted
cache-lines of L1 are persisted and the epochs are restarted.
In addition, each of the 32 RET entries stores the physical
address of a cache-line (i.e., 40 bits, same as the L1 tag) plus
a release-epoch (8-bit), amounting to 192 bytes for the entire RET. In total, LRP requires less than 1KB per hardware
thread.
5.2.2

A mechanism to enforce the release barrier

Having described the hardware extensions in each L1 controller, we now discuss how these extensions are leveraged
to ensure that persisting a released cache-line triggers the
persists of all writes of previous epochs. We then use this
mechanism to enforce invariants I1 and I2. But first, we establish some necessary terminology.
Terminology. If a cache-line holds a not-yet persisted write,
the cache-line must reside in L1 in modified (M) coherence
state. If a cache-line is in M state and has its release-bit set, it
implies that the cache-line holds a value written by a release;
we refer to such cache-lines as released. If the cache-line is
in M state but its release-bit is not set, it implies that the
cache-line holds a value written by regular writes only; we
refer to such cache-lines as only-written. If a cache-line is
neither released nor only-written, we refer to it as clean.
On a write. On performing a regular write, if the cache-line
is clean, the thread’s epoch-id is stored in the cache-line’s
min-epoch. If the cache-line is not clean, the write need
not overwrite the cache-line’s min-epoch, as the cache-line
already has a valid min-epoch that is smaller than the current
thread’s epoch.
On a release. On a release, the thread’s epoch-id is incremented; the new epoch will be the release-epoch, ensuring
that all writes that precede the release are in an earlier epoch.
There are two distinct cases for the state of the cache-line
that the release intends to write. (1) Clean: the release assigns
its epoch to the cache-line’s min-epoch, it sets the cache-lines
release-bit and it allocates a new entry in RET, where it also
stores its release-epoch. (2) Not clean: the cache-line is first
persisted and then treated as clean (i.e., case (1)). Note that
case (2) implies that the release cannot be coalesced in the
same cache-line with any previous write.
On a read/acquire. No additional action is necessary on a
read or on an acquire.
On an RMW-acquire. An RMW marked acquire blocks the
pipeline until its write is persisted. Beyond this, additional
action is not necessary.
On downgrading a cache-line. Attempting to downgrade
a cache-line from M state triggers its persist. If the cache-line
is only-written, then the persist happens off the critical path.
But, if the cache-line is released, then the downgrade cannot
complete before the cache-line has persisted.
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On evicting a written/released cache-line. Evicting a cacheline that is written but not released has the same effect as
downgrading it. If the cache-line is released, then the eviction triggers its persist, but need not wait for the persist to
complete (i.e., the persist is off the critical path).
Note that there is a subtle distinction between evicting
and downgrading a released cache-line: while both actions
cannot complete unless all previous writes/releases persist,
downgrading also requires that the released cache-line itself
persists; there is no such requirement for evicting. To simplify the rest of the discussion, we refer to both downgrading
and eviction as the act of persisting a released cache-line.
To enforce the eviction invariant (i.e., I1) we do not wait for
an ack from the NVM controller for the released cache-line,
while to enforce the downgrade Invariant (i.e., I2), we wait
for the ack.
On persisting a released cache-line. First, the RET is accessed to read out the release-epoch er el of the cache-line.
The er el along with the address of the cache-line are propagated to the persist engine, which begins scanning the L1
cache, discovering all only-written/released cache-lines with
min-epoch smaller than er el . The persist engine must issue
a persist for all discovered cache lines, but there is a catch:
amongst the discovered cache-lines, there may exist a released cache-line CLr with epoch ek and a written cache-line
CLw with epoch ek−1 , for which the release one-sided barrier
semantics mandate that CLw must persist before CLr .
Figure 4 illustrates this case. When attempting to persist
the Release (F 2), the persist engine tracks down all onlywritten/released cache-lines of previous epochs. One of the
tracked cache-lines will be the released CLc which holds the
Release (F 1) and the only-written CLd which holds the Write
(X ). The one-sided persist barrier semantics of the release
mandate that the only-written CLd must persist before the
released CLc .
Persist engine algorithm. The persist engine achieves this
ordering by persisting first all the only-written cache-lines
and then persisting the released cache-lines in their epoch
order. Specifically, the persist engine operates as follows:
as the persist engine scans the L1 cache it keeps discovering cache-lines that must be persisted; on discovering an
only-written cache-line, it immediately schedules its persist,
incrementing the pending-persists counter. Otherwise, on
discovering a released cache-line, it simply buffers it in a local queue inside the persist engine. In either case, the engine
immediately resumes scanning the L1 cache.
After the scanning completes, the engine starts polling on
the pending-persist counter, waiting for it to become zero.
Recall, that the pending-persist counter gets decremented
every time an ack from the memory controller reaches the
L1, denoting that a pending persist has completed. When
the pending-persist counter reaches zero, the persist engine
infers that all scheduled persists have completed, and thus it
can start scheduling the persists of the released cache-lines.
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Figure 4: The state of the cache after an example execution.

For instance, in the example of Figure 4, the persist engine
first persists the written cache-lines Cla , CLb , and CLd ; then,
and only after these cache-lines have persisted, the persist
engine will first persist CLc that holds Release (F1) and then
CLe that holds Release (F2).
Enforcing invariants I1 and I2. The persist engine algorithm enforces both I1 and I2 by persisting a release, with
one simple distinction: for I1 (i.e., release eviction) the persist
engine does not wait for the released cache-line to be acked
by the NVM memory controller, whereas for I2 (i.e., release
downgrade) it waits for the released cache-line to be acked.
Persist engine correctness. The persist engine essentially
reorders the persist of writes with the persist of prior releases,
while ensuring that releases persist in their epoch order. This
reordering does not violate RP, which only mandates that
writes be ordered before a subsequent release.
5.2.3

Coherence controller

LRP involves modest (local) changes to the L1 coherence
controller. Specifically, a downgrade request (e.g. a Fwd-GetS
request) for a released cache-line in M state could block until
previous writes in the L1 (if any) persist. It is important to
note that this does not pose a deadlock risk since the persist
actions are guaranteed to complete without themselves being
blocked.
Thus far, we have discussed a stalling implementation
where the cache controller blocks on a Fwd-GetS. Stalling is
not fundamental to our technique. It is possible to avoid
this stalling by moving to a transient state upon a FwdGetS, which logically moves the state to S, waiting on an
acknowledgement from the persist engine to move back to a
stable state. However, we have not experimented with this
non-stalling variant yet.
LRP also involves a minor change to the directory controller. Upon an L1 eviction of a released cache-line, a PutM
request is sent to the directory. Normally, the directory would
immediately transition to S state. However, the directory now
enters a transient state that would block coherence requests
to (only) that block until it receives a persist acknowledgement. Note that this does not stall the directory controller
and hence is not expected to affect its performance.
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Experimental Evaluation

Processor

Thus far, we have established that RP must be enforced for
enabling recovery of LFDs. We conducted experiments seeking to answer two main questions. First and foremost, how
much does our one-sided barrier mechanism (LRP) improve
on the state-of-the-art full barrier when enforcing RP? Second, how much performance overhead does enforcing RP
incur over a volatile execution that provides no persistency
guarantees? Before we go to the results, we first discuss our
workloads and methodology.
6.1

On-chip Network
Coherence
NVM (PCM)

Workloads

LFDs are essentially nonblocking data structures with persist
barriers inserted for ensuring crash recovery. We obtained 4
of our workloads from the SynchroBench suite [15], which
is a collection of nonblocking data structures. Specifically,
we used the linkedlist [16], hashtable [28], binary search tree
(balanced tree) [32] and skip-list [44] workloads. We also implemented the lock-free queue from Michael and Scott [29].
All workloads are data-race-free in that synchronization operations are properly labelled using releases and acquires.
For each workload, we use a harness that creates 1–32 workers and issues inserts and deletes at 1:1 ratio. Since we only
use insert and delete operations, the update-rate of the benchmark suite is 100%. The data structure size refers to the initial
number of nodes in the data structure before statistics are
collected: we vary the size from 8K entries–1M entries, and
the default value is 64K entries.
6.2

ISA
L1 I+D -Cache (pvt.)
line-width
L2 (NUCA, shared)

Comparison Points

We compare LRP against alternative methods for enforcing RP using full barriers. We also compare against volatile
execution.
LRP. This represents our approach for enforcing RP. Releases and acquires are automatically treated as one-sided
barriers and perform the actions described in §5.
SB. This represents an RP enforcement approach using a
strict full barrier (SB). SB blocks until all the cache lines modified by the writes before the barrier have been persisted. SB
also has an inter-thread component; when a shared memory
dependency is detected via the coherence protocol, the target
thread blocks until the writes in the ongoing epoch of the
source thread have persisted. Therefore, in order to enforce
RP: (1) an SB has to be inserted before each release to ensure
that all writes before the release persist before the release; (2)
an SB also has to be inserted after the release to ensure that
inter-thread persist ordering is captured. (I.e., to ensure that
when a release synchronizes with an acquire, the acquire
correctly blocks until the release persists.)
BB. This represents an RP enforcement approach using
the the state-of-the-art full barrier [21]. As discussed in §2,
the barrier enforces the persist orderings (both intra-thread
and inter-thread) similarly to SB, but employs an efficient
buffered implementation that minimizes blocking. Hence,

RET (private)

64-Core (out-of-order)
2.5 GHz
Intel x86-64
32KB, 2 cycles, 8-way
64B
1MB x64 tiles, 16-way
30 cycles
2D-Mesh
32 bit flits and links
Directory-based, MESI
cached mode: 120 cycles
uncached mode: 350 cycles
32 Entries

Table 1: Simulator Configuration

we refer to it as buffered barrier (BB). In order to enforce RP:
(1) a BB has to be inserted before each release to ensure that
all writes before the release persist before the release; (2) a
BB has to be inserted after the release and before the acquire
for capturing the inter-thread persist ordering (I.e., to ensure
that when a release synchronizes with an acquire, all writes
following the acquire persist after the release persists).
NOP. Finally, we also compare against volatile execution
which does not enforce any persistency model (NOP).
6.3

Simulator

Our hardware implementation2 is built on top of the pinbased [27] PRiME [12] simulator, with 64 out-of-order-cores
processor (single thread per core), a logically shared LLC
and multiple memory controllers. Table 1 shows the details
of the simulated processor and memory system.
We model NVM latencies based on the performance measurements observed on Intel Optane persistent memory [20].
Specifically, there are two modes which determine the NVM
latency. In the cached mode, an NVM writeback persists as
soon as it is written to a battery-backed NVM-side DRAM
cache. In the uncached mode, an NVM writeback persists
only after it is actually written to the NVM. We assume
the faster cached mode for our experiments unless specified
otherwise.
PRiME only supports x86-64 ISA and hence enforces the
TSO (Total-Store-Order) consistency model. As such the simulator lacks releases and acquires in its ISA. Therefore, we
implemented a simple extension to the ISA for taking in
release/acquire annotations. We make use of Pin’s capability
to instrument the binary and generate these special stores
and loads with release/acquire annotations corresponding
to releases and acquires in the program.
It is worth noting that we did not alter the simulator’s
consistency enforcement mechanism to take advantage of
the release/acquire annotations. (This is sound because TSO
2 https://github.com/dananjayamahesh/lrp
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stores and loads already have release and acquire semantics
respectively.) However, we take advantage of these annotations to implement our LRP mechanisms in order to enforce
RP.
Results

LRP outperforms BB and SB. Figure 5 shows the execution times of LRP, BB and SB normalized to NOP with
32 worker threads and 64K elements. We first observe that
BB outperforms SB, showing a 24%-68% (average 52%) improvement over BB. This is primarily because BB, which is
a buffered implementation, avoids stalls in the critical path.
This vindicates our design decision of striving for a buffered
implementation for enforcing RP. How does LRP stack up
against BB? Our key result is that LRP significantly outperforms BB, showing a 14%-44% (average 33%) improvement
over BB.
LRP is 2%-8% within NOP. Figure 5 also reveals that LRP
is only 2%-8% (average 6%) within volatile execution, which
suggests that the persistency-related overheads incurred by
LRP is nominal for these workloads.
Why LRP outperforms BB? Recall that the expected advantage of LRP over BB is that it significantly minimizes
intra-thread persistency overheads being a one-sided barrier.
On the other hand, BB is expected to incur lesser inter-thread
persistency overhead; this is because, whereas LRP blocks on
an acquire to enforce the inter-thread persistency orderings,
BB enforces those lazily well. To understand why LRP outperforms BB, we conducted experiments to study the effect
of intra- vs inter-thread persistency overheads of LRP and
BB.
In Figure 6, we classify write backs into two categories:
those that are in the critical path of the execution (of the
processor doing the write back) and those that are not. For
BB, a significant 51% of the write backs are in the critical
path, whereas for LRP only 10% of the write backs are in the
critical path. Since almost all of the write back are due to
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queue

Figure 5: Execution time normalized to No-Persistency
(lower the better).
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Figure 6: Percentage of write backs in the critical path (lower
the better).
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Figure 7: Execution time normalized to No-Persistency in
the Uncached mode (lower the better).

persistency orderings, this suggests that LRP significantly
minimizes intra-thread persistency overheads in comparison
with BB.
Figure 8 compares the normalized execution time overheads of LRP vs BB as the number of worker threads are
varied from 1–32. Greater the number of threads, greater the
probability of inter-thread conflicts and hence potentially
higher inter-thread persist ordering overhead for LRP. However, as seen in Figure 8, this effect is nominal: for LRP the
persistency overhead remains relatively flat with increasing
threads. For BB there is a marginal decrease in performance
overhead as the number of threads is increased.
The above two experiments suggests that the effect of
intra-thread persistency overhead far outweighs the effect of
inter-thread persistency overhead. Therefore, this vindicates
the design choice of LRP in seeking to optimize the intrathread overheads vs inter-thread overheads.
Individual workload analysis. Whereas LRP consistently
outperforms BB, as we can see from Figure 5, the gap between
LRP and BB varies. One trend we observe is that, for readintensive workloads the gap between LRP and BB is smaller
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Figure 8: Percentage overhead over and above No-Persistency, varying the number of threads from 1 through 32 (lower the
better).

than for write-intensive ones. As discussed earlier, BB suffers
from intra-thread conflicts and these are more pronounced
for write-intensive workloads. Thus, we can observe that
linkedlist, a read-intensive workload owing to read-heavy
link traversals, shows a lesser 14% gain over BB compared
to BST, a write-intensive workload which shows a relatively
higher 41% gain.
Cached vs Uncached mode. Recall that up until now we
assumed the cached mode where a write back is said to persist as soon as it reaches the NVM-side DRAM cache. In this
experiment, we consider the uncached mode by disabling
the NVM-side DRAM cache, thereby exposing the slower
NVM to applications. Figure 7 presents the normalized execution time overhead over NOP on the uncached mode. As
we can see, and comparing with the results on the cache
mode shown in Figure 7, LRP is more robust to this change
when compared with BB or SB. LRP continues to incur a
nominal 3%-19% (average 10%) overhead compared to NOP.
BB (and SB) are affected more by this change because they
have more writebacks in the critical path when compared to
LRP. Thus, LRP shows a significant 53% improvement over
BB in this configuration.
Sensitivity to data structure size. In order to measure
the sensitivity of LRP to data structure size, we varied the
size from 8K–1M nodes. However, we did not observe a significant change in the results (and hence we do not show
these results). Changing the number of elements in the data
structure largely affects inter-thread conflicts compared to
intra-thread. Our observation is that even though the number of inter-thread conflicts changes with data structure size,
it does not affect the execution time overheads significantly
because, as established earlier, the effect of intra-thread conflicts are more significant.

7

Conclusion

We have argued that languages must support ordering primitives that are strong enough to enable recovery of log-free
data structures (LFDs) without compromising on efficiency.
Specifically, a release (and the writes before it) must persist before the writes that follow the corresponding acquire
persist. We formalize this ordering requirement via a persistency model called release persistency (RP). The challenge
is to realize RP via one-sided barriers, while also retaining a
buffered implementation where visibility does not wait for
persistency.
We addressed this challenge by taking inspiration from
lazy release consistency, a protocol from the DSM literature that enforces release consistency lazily. Our proposed
mechanism dubbed lazy release persistency (LRP) buffers
writes in the cache until an acquire is detected, at which
point the buffered writes are persisted. Experiments on 5
commonly used LFDs suggest that LRP efficiently enforces
RP, significantly improving upon the state of the art.
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